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ABSTRACT Fluorescence energy transfer between donors and acceptors confined to macromolecular interfaces is con-
sidered. In particular, we discuss two theoretical models for the ensemble-average fluorescence intensity decay of the donor
when both fluorophores are incorporated into a planar (e.g., lamellar) interface. The first model is based on a continuous
distribution of donor and acceptor molecules on a two-dimensional surface, whereas the other assumes a discrete
distribution of fluorophores along the nodes of a two-dimensional square lattice. Results for the discrete model show that the
fluorescence intensity kinetics of a donor depends strongly on the geometry of the molecular distribution (i.e., the lattice
constant) and the photophysics of fluorophores (i.e., critical radius of the energy transfer). Furthermore, a “discrete molecular
distribution” might manifest itself in the experimental data as an increase in the apparent dimensionality of the energy transfer
with increasing acceptor concentration. Altogether, the experimental and theoretical underpinnings indicate the enormous
potential of using fluorescence energy-transfer kinetics for revealing structural features of molecular ensembles (i.e.,
geometry, shape) based on a single experimental measurement. However, further understanding the effects of restricted
geometries on the fluorescence energy transfer is required to take full advantage of this information. Basic theoretical
considerations to that end are provided.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the applications of fluorescence spec-
troscopy in biology have changed dramatically. Recent de-
velopments in biochemistry and molecular engineering al-
low for either selective modifications of natural amino
acids, rendering them sensitive probes for local conforma-
tional changes (Lundblad, 1991), or site-directed incorpo-
ration of fluorescent non-natural amino acids into proteins
aimed at studies of molecular collapse (Murakami et al.,
2000), or cloning of fluorescent proteins for efficient color
imaging of molecular dynamics in living cell (Patterson et
al., 2001). In this context, a broad variety of interactions
among fluorescent groups embedded in macromolecules
(e.g., photochemical reactions, excited state complexes, en-
ergy transfer between fluorophores of different or similar
chemical structures, etc.) have been investigated in consid-
erable detail. Correlations between thermodynamic and ki-
netic parameters for long-chain molecules and the effi-
ciency of the above interactions have been well established
(Guillet, 1985; Anufrieva et al., 1994). Experimental studies
on a large number of photoactive polymer systems have
demonstrated that the fluorescence data can provide spec-
troscopic rulers for measuring dimensions either within or
between macromolecules on scales100 Å (Guillet, 1985).
As a result, photophysics of macromolecules is having a
considerable impact on a number of key problems in poly-
mer science, e.g., monitoring the coil-globule transition,
studying molecular assembly, assessing structure and dy-
namics of macromolecular interfaces (Anufrieva and Got-
lib, 1981; Tcherkasskaya et al., 1992; Ni et al., 1994). New
developments have expanded the use of fluorescence spec-
troscopy into in vitro and in vivo biological studies and
nonradiative resonance energy transfer appears to be the
technique of choice (Lakowicz, 1999). Indeed, using ener-
gy-transfer experiments allows one to probe molecular
structures either with respect to conformational and dy-
namic behavior of a particular component in the molecular
ensemble, or temporal and spatial progression of intermo-
lecular interactions. Because of the relative ease of gener-
ating energy transfer data, this technique may become of
widespread use in diverse structural studies, including the
formation of liposomes, lipids and viruses, antigen–anti-
body complexes, the nature of protein–protein and protein–
nucleic acid interactions, and in folding studies of single-
and multi-chain proteins.
An important problem in the treatment of molecular
interactions concerns the correct averaging over the entire
ensemble of molecular forms. Clearly, any experimentally
measured parameter includes contributions from a large
number of individual molecules, each surrounded by a spe-
cific configuration of other participants. Similar consider-
ations pertain to many fields, ranging from luminescent
solutions and molecular crystals, excitonic motion and light
harvesting in photosynthesis to kinetics of chemical reac-
tions and Brownian dynamics. With respect to the fluores-
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cence energy transfer, theoretical treatments of these prob-
lems have a long history, deeply influenced by Fo¨rster. The
first satisfactory model for the transport of electronic energy
in condensed systems has been proposed, and the effect of
the geometry of the molecular distribution on the fluores-
cence intensity kinetics of the donors has been demonstrated
(Fo¨rster, 1949). Approximate ensemble-average decays of
donors were calculated for a variety of molecular distribu-
tions in one- (1D), two- (2D), and three-dimensional (3D)
spaces, and a number of geometries (within or along the
surface of spheres, cylinders, etc.) were considered (Fo¨rster,
1949; Galanin, 1955; Ermolaev et al., 1977; Yang et al.,
1987; Klafter and Drake, 1989; Drake et al., 1991; Vander-
auweraer et al., 1994; Yekta et al., 1997; Yilmaz et al.,
1998). Further, the effects of finite molecular size, molec-
ular dynamics, and anisotropy of the molecular orientations
on the energy-transfer kinetics have also been discussed
(Ermolaev et al., 1977; Allinger and Blumen, 1980; Blu-
men, 1981; Drake et al., 1991).
A large body of experimental data on small fluorescent
molecules immobilized in polymer films or in highly vis-
cous media has substantiated the theoretical predictions and
has underlined the enormous potential of the fluorescence
energy-transfer methodology to reveal structural features of
molecular ensembles with results of only a single measure-
ment (Ermolaev et al., 1977). The studies of fluorescent
macromolecules revealed, however, some inconsistencies,
which most likely relate to suppositions inherent to different
theoretical models. Some model assumptions are not well
justified for macromolecular systems, resulting in ambigu-
ous interpretation of experimental data. One important
question remains: How do the spatial confinements influ-
ence, or are coupled to, the thermodynamic and dynamic
features of the system under investigation? There have been
many attempts to provide analytical expressions for the
energy transport in confining media, i.e., in restricted ge-
ometries (Allinger and Blumen, 1980; Blumen, 1981; Yang
et al., 1987; Klafter and Drake, 1989; Drake et al., 1991;
Rieger et al., 1997). However, these theories are approxi-
mate, the limits of their applicability are uncertain and their
predictions differ significantly (Rieger at al., 1997; Lakow-
icz, 1999). In addition, most of the models proposed so far
are based on a continuous uniform molecular distribution
without positional correlations, i.e., donors and acceptors
are allowed to occupy any position in the matrix, indepen-
dent of other fluorophores. This assumption is unlikely to
hold for strongly segregated macromolecular systems,
which constitute well-defined periodic structures (e.g.,
Bates and Fredrickson, 1990; Semenov, 1993). Although
studies on a number of macromolecular systems have been
reported in the literature (Ni et al., 1994; Clegg, 1995;
Tcherkasskaya et al., 1996a; Jensen et al., 1999; Lakowicz,
1999; Lilley and Wilson, 2000; Selvin, 2000), the topic is
sufficiently new, and our understanding of the effects of
restricted geometries on the fluorescence energy transfer is
still limited. In this context, gaining a clear understanding of
the energy-transfer process in model systems is an impor-
tant step.
Synthetic block copolymers provide a unique set of
model compounds for assessing the effect of restricted
geometries on the energy-transfer kinetics. In the bulk state,
block copolymers form periodic structures (Fig. 1) if the
chemical dissimilarity between the two components is suf-
ficient (Bates and Fredrickson, 1990; Semenov, 1993). If
the connected polymers, A and B, are comparable in length,
the system self-assembles into lamellar phases; otherwise
cylindrical, spherical, or more complex bicontinuous struc-
tures form. The discrete polymer phases, A and B, are
separated by an interphase, AB, of finite thickness , and the
magnitude of  depends primarily on the Flory–Huggins
interaction parameter AB. In the strong segregation limit, 
has only a weak dependence on the length of the polymer
blocks; i.e., its magnitude is determined mostly by local
interactions in the interphase (Semenov, 1993). As our
knowledge of segregation of macromolecules increases,
block copolymers offer the attraction of providing microdo-
mains of consistent size, whose dimensions and geometry
can be varied by selecting the chemical composition or the
chain length of the constituent polymer blocks.
Various ways exist to use periodic block copolymer
structures as templates for restricted geometry studies. The
experiments discussed here refer to pairs of copolymers
matched in length and composition. One member of the pair
is substituted at the block junction with a single 9-phenan-
thryl group (the donor), whereas its partner is substituted
with a 2-anthryl group (the acceptor). In this way, the dyes
are confined to the interface of thickness  (Fig. 1). Two
systems, namely, polystyrene-poly(methyl methacrylate)
and polyisoprene-poly(methyl methacrylate), were investi-
gated in considerable detail and the potential of using en-
ergy-transfer techniques in structural studies of strongly
segregated macromolecular systems was demonstrated (Ni
et al., 1994; Tcherkasskaya et al., 1996a). These experi-
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of periodic structures formed by
block copolymers in the bulk state and solutions. If the connected polymer
chains are comparable in length, the system self-assembles into lamellar
phases (A). When the chain lengths differ, cylindrical (B), or spherical (C)
structures form. The discrete polymeric phases are separated by an inter-
face (gray). Donors and acceptors (filled circles) are attached to the block
junctions, and, therefore, are distributed in the volume of the interphase.
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ments have provided a direct measure of the interface thick-
ness , and estimates of the microdomain sizes for a number
of block copolymers exhibiting different morphologies (i.e.,
lamellae, cylinders, spheres). The recovered structural pa-
rameters agreed well with results obtained by other exper-
imental means (Ni et al., 1994).
Some features of the electronic energy transfer at mac-
romolecular interfaces were, however, unexpected (Tcher-
kasskaya et al., 1996b). Specifically, fitting the data to a
model associated with a continuous molecular distribution
(see below) results in a smaller value of the apparent di-
mensionality of energy transfer than expected. Another fea-
ture of these data, which is particularly interesting, is an
abrupt change of the energy transfer dimension with accep-
tor concentrations. These findings prompted us to investi-
gate this issue further. Using a schematic view of the
junction distribution at lamellar interfaces evokes the notion
that the ensemble of fluorophores trapped in the interphase
volume resembles, to some extent, a 2D lattice (Fig. 1).
Here we consider and discuss a model associated with a
discrete molecular distribution, namely, donor and acceptor
molecules are allowed to occupy specific positions in the
plane. We demonstrate that a discrete distribution of fluoro-
phores at the sites of a 2D square lattice leads to substantial
differences in energy-transfer parameters compared to those
predicted by a simple model with a continuous distribution.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fluorescence intensity kinetics of the donor molecules sur-
rounded by acceptors can take a number of forms, depend-
ing on the underlying molecular phenomena and molecular
distributions. Analysis of the time-dependent characteristics
of the energy-transfer reaction allows, in general, for recov-
ering the structural information, which might be difficult or
tedious to obtain by other conventional means. However,
adequate theoretical models are required to perform the data
analysis thoroughly. In this regard, the approach, including
effects of restricted geometries on the fluorescence energy
transfer, is often used in studies of synthetic macromole-
cules, whereas it is rarely applied to biological or biophys-
ical studies. We therefore start the consideration of this
problem from the basic level.
Theoretical outline
In general, the fluorescence intensity decay of a donor
surrounded by N acceptor molecules depends on the prob-
ability for energy transfer from the donor to each acceptor
placed at the position Ri. For a given configuration, speci-
fied by the position of a donor RD and the positions of
acceptors, {RA}, the decay rate k(RD, {RA}) is described by
the function,
kRD, RA
1
D
 
i1
N
kRA,i  RD, (1)
where D is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor in the
absence of any acceptor, and the summation extends over all
acceptor sites. The experiment, however, reports the donor
decay averaged over the entire volume V, i.e., over a large
number of donors surrounded by acceptors. A probability
density approach allows one to calculate the ensemble-
average fluorescence intensity decay for the donor, I(t), and,
averaging the decay function over all configurations yields
It exptkRD, RA	
 
V
dRD, RA	RD, RAexptkRD, RA, (2)
with 	(RD, {RA}) as the (N 
 1)-particle probability den-
sity. This function relates to the 1-particle donor probability
density 	D1 (i.e., the donor concentration profile) and the
conditional N-particle probability 	cond of having acceptors
at positions {RA}, provided that the donor is placed at RD,
	RD, RA 	D1RD	condRDRA. (3)
Neglecting all the correlations between the fluorophore po-
sitions, the conditional N-particle probability density is re-
duced to the product of 1-particle probability densities,
	condRDRA 
i1
N
	A1RA,i. (4)
For the simplest case of a uniform probability density, 	A1
 1/V with V as the entire D-dimensional volume occupied
by acceptors. If the acceptors are distributed on a surface
(D 2) or along a line (D 1), V represents the area, or the
length, respectively. As a result, one obtains the average
donor decay,
It exp tD1V 
V
exptkRDA dR	N, (5)
which, in the thermodynamic limit (N 3 , V 3 , cA 
N/V  const) can be reduced to a simple closed form
(Fo¨rster, 1949; Galanin, 1955),
It exp tD  cA 
0

(1etk(RDA)) dRDA	 . (6)
The analytical expression relating the energy transfer rate,
k(RDA), to the donor–acceptor distance, RDA, has been es-
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tablished both by classical and quantum-mechanical meth-
ods for a variety of multipolar interactions (Ermolaev et al.,
1977). The most frequently encountered representation is
given by
kRDA
1
D
 R0RDA


, (7)
where R0 is the critical donor–acceptor distance, for which
the probability of spontaneous donor fluorescence and that
of the energy transfer are equal to one another. This char-
acteristic length of the energy transfer is associated with
interaction strength of donor and acceptor dipoles, i.e., R0
depends on their relative orientation. Regarding molecular
ensemble, R0 implies a value averaged over the given an-
gular distribution (Baumann and Fayer, 1986). The param-
eter 
 takes values of 6, 8, and 10 for dipole–dipole,
dipole–quadruple, and quadrupole–quadrupole interac-
tions, respectively. Integration of Eq. 6 over the entire space
with a specific dimension D, yields a well-known expres-
sion for the ensemble-average decay of the donor, so-called
stretched exponential decay (Ermolaev et al., 1977; Drake et
al., 1991),
It exp tD  cAv01  D
 tD
D/
	 , (8)
where (1  D/
) is the complete gamma-function; v0 is
the D-dimensional sphere of radius R0 (i.e., v0  2R0, R02,
4⁄3R03 for D  1, 2, 3, respectively) and the prefactor cAv0
gives the number of acceptors in this sphere. The term  
D/
 is the apparent dimension of the energy transfer, which
depends both on the type of the donor–acceptor interaction
(
) and the dimensionality of the donor–acceptor distribu-
tion (D). In most applications, the fluorescence energy
transfer is dominated by dipole–dipole interactions. In this
case,  is predicted to be D/6, therefore, the values of 0.18,
0.33, 0.5 are expected for 1D, 2D, and 3D continuous
distributions, respectively. Consequently, assuming a ran-
dom uniform distribution of donor and acceptor molecules,
no diffusion and no correlations due to excluded volume,
the energy transfer results in donor decays characterized by
noninteger powers of time in the exponent. Different time
dependences are expected for molecules distributed in a
volume, in a planar, or along a line.
Model constraints
Although the stretched exponential approach is often used
to analyze the energy transfer in restricted geometries, the
correlation between the  parameter and geometrical fea-
tures of the fluorophore distributions and confining media is
still being debated (Drake et al., 1991; Duportail et al.,
1995; Tcherkasskaya et al., 1996b; Jensen et al., 1999; Kim
et al., 1999). The origin of the observed discrepancies might
relate to the violation of model constraints in a particular
system of interest. Note that the simplest stretched expo-
nential model assumes random molecular distribution and
ignores correlations due to excluded volume, e.g., due to the
finite molecular size. In fact, the ensemble-average decay
law of the donor was calculated with a distribution function
{VN dR1 . . . dRN}, which does not ensure zero probability
of finding two molecules at identical positions in the con-
fined space. Neglecting positional correlations is similar to
treating molecular ensemble as an ideal gas: this approxi-
mation is reasonable at low concentrations, but should
worsen progressively as the average distance between mol-
ecules becomes comparable to their own size.
Examination of the excluded volume effect and that of
increasing acceptor concentration yields a corrected expres-
sion for the ensemble-average decay of donor fluorescence
(Ermolaev et al., 1977),
It exp tD  cA 
rm

1  etk(R)4R2 dR
 cA
cAv
2 
rm

1  etk(R)24R2 dR , (9)
where rm is the minimal distance between a donor and an
acceptor (i.e., the sum of the donor and acceptor radii) and
  (4/3)rm3 . The prefactor cA comprises the average
number of acceptors per excluded volume, so it is much
smaller than 1 unless the close packing limit is approached.
Eq. 9 is written for the 3D case, and generalizations to other
D values are straightforward. The two terms in the exponent
are analogous to virial expansion in terms of the small
parameter cA. As expected, Eq. 9 reduces to Eq. 6 at low
acceptor concentrations (cA  1) and at small values of
the minimal distance rm.
If molecules were allowed to occupy only specific posi-
tions in a matrix (as in crystals) the fluorophore distribution
is obviously discontinuous. This scenario was evaluated in
early studies of energy transfer, and a number of discrete
distribution functions were considered (Golubov and Kono-
beev, 1971). With respect to the molecular distribution at
the sites of a lattice, an exact expression for the decay law
of the donor was derived in (Golubov and Konobeev, 1971),
It exp tD  tD 
n
kRn
 exp tD  
n
ln1  cAv˜ cAv˜etk(Rn) . (10)
Here, v˜ is the volume of a unit cell, and the summation is
taken over the entire lattice. This result is extended asymp-
totically to the continuous distributions (Eq. 9) by replacing
the sum by an integral and keeping only two terms of the
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logarithmic series in cAv˜1  etknRDA). Importantly, Eq.
10 remains valid regardless of the acceptor concentrations,
and, for cAv˜ 3 1, is transformed to
It exp tD tcA 
rm

knRDA dR . (11)
Thus, the decay of the donor at very high acceptor concen-
trations is expected to exhibit a simple exponential behavior
over time, irrespective of the geometry of the molecular
distribution, as opposed to the stretched exponential behav-
ior in the low concentration limit. At this juncture, it is
instructive to compare the simple model associated with a
continuous distribution (Eq. 8) to the one based on a lattice
distribution (Eq. 10) to further clarify the physical meaning
of the parameters of the fluorescence energy transfer.
Lattice behavior of energy transfer at
lamellar interfaces
To render the analysis more transparent, we changed the
equations associated with the continuous (Eq. 8) and the
lattice (Eq. 10) models in the following manner:
lnln It tD	  lncAv01   ln tD ,
(12)
lnln It tD	  lnln n 1 cAv˜ cAv˜etk(Rn)	 .
(13)
As one can see, the decay function associated with the
continuous model (Eq. 12) is expected to exhibit a linear
dependence on ln(t/D), and the slope of this dependence
relates directly to the apparent dimensionality of the energy
transfer, . Regarding the lattice model, the shape of the
decay functions (Eq. 13) is not obvious and requires a
numerical evaluation. Generating the decay functions de-
scribed by Eq. 13 and fitting them to a linear function of the
type described by Eq. 12 allows one to highlight the effects
on the energy transfer parameters recovered with a contin-
uous model (e.g., the apparent dimension ) caused by a
discrete molecular distribution.
The numerical parameters used to simulate the decay
functions were chosen based on results of our previous
studies of the fluorescence energy transfer in block copol-
ymer interfaces. In this regard, it seems appropriate to
mention that real fluorescence experiments exhibit a num-
ber of constraints, the most important of them being a
limited time range over which the fluorescence intensity
decay is measured. The experimental set-up used in studies
on block copolymers allows one to monitor the donor decay
up to 250 ns (Tcherkasskaya et al., 1996b). Thus, for a
phenanthrene-donor with a fluorescence lifetime D of 45
ns, the maximum value of time-dependent parameter ln(t/
D) is expected to be 1.75. The critical distance R0 for the
phenanthrene donor and anthracene acceptor attached to the
block junctions was previously measured to be 2.3 nm,
whereas, for donor–donor energy transfer, the R0 value of
0.9 nm was obtained (Ni et al., 1994; Tcherkasskaya et al.,
1996b). These data, together with our previous estimates for
the packing density of the block junctions at the block
copolymer interfaces, is enough to conclude that the self-
transfer is negligible or has no impact on the collected data.
Further, in the lattice model, the donor–acceptor distance
RDA takes only discrete values Ri,j  a˜i
2 
 j2, where a˜
is the lattice constant. The indexes (i, j) numerate the
positions of the acceptor sites on the square lattice rela-
tive to the donor, and the index (0, 0) corresponds to the
donor itself. Summation over sites located at RDA  2R0
around the donor only is required, owing to the strong
dependence of the energy transfer on the donor–acceptor
distance (see Eq. 7).
The effects of lattice geometry on the fluorescence inten-
sity decay of the donor are shown in Fig. 2. For these
simulations, a number of square lattices with dimension a˜
covering the range from 0.5R0 to 2R0 were considered, and
acceptor concentrations were allowed to change from 1 to
95 vol%. Inspection of the results suggests that the shape of
the decay function changes significantly with the lattice
spacing. For example, in the “loose” (Fig. 2 A) and “tight”
(Fig. 2 D) lattices, the decay functions exhibit almost linear
behavior. However, as the lattice constant approaches the
critical radius of the energy transfer, a distinct curvature of
the decay functions becomes evident (Fig. 2, B and C).
Despite the above complication, the linear fit of the gener-
ated functions results in reasonable values of the regression
coefficient, ranging from 0.95 to 1 over the entire set of
data. With regard to the recovered “slopes” of the decay
functions and their analogy to the energy-transfer dimen-
sionality, the present study yields several important obser-
vations (Fig. 3). First, the apparent slope increases with both
the acceptor concentration and the lattice constant. Al-
though the effect of the acceptor concentration on the ap-
parent slope seems to be negligible for tight lattices over a
large range of concentrations (curves 1 and 2), it cannot be
ignored in loose lattices (curves 3 and 4). As expected, in
the lattice with a˜  2R0, no changes in recovered parame-
ters were observed, demonstrating that no significant energy
transfer occurs (curve 5). Second, the apparent slopes ex-
hibit, in general, values ranging from 0.33 to 1. For instance,
at moderate acceptor concentrations in tight lattices, a˜ R0,
the apparent slope turns out to be 0.33. This value is very
close to the expected dimensionality of the energy transfer
  1⁄3 for the 2D continuous molecular distribution. In
contrast, in loose lattices, a˜  1.3R0, the slope is close to 1.
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Therefore, no analogies to the apparent dimension  can be
found.
Figure 4 summarizes the data of present study, demon-
strating the effect of the discrete molecular distribution on
the energy-transfer kinetics. Specifically, the apparent di-
mension of the energy transfer  (slope) is plotted as a
function of the a˜/R0 ratio for a number of acceptor concen-
trations. Note that the a˜/R0 ratio contains two competing
lengths: a˜, which characterizes the spatial confinement, and
R0, which is related to the strength of the dipolar coupling.
The results indicate that most changes in the donor decay
law occur when the lattice constant is close to the critical
distance of the energy transfer. For example, in the range
0.7R0  a˜ 1.3R0, small changes in lattice geometry cause
substantial changes in the apparent slope. At this juncture,
some discussion of the energy-transfer features observed in
block copolymer interfaces is appropriate. In our previous
studies on a variety of labeled block copolymers (Tcher-
kasskaya et al., 1996b), we found the apparent dimension 
of the energy transfer recovered in the framework of the
continuous model to be 0.3 for samples of lamellar mor-
phology. In addition, an abrupt increase of the energy-
FIGURE 2 Fluorescence-intensity kinetics of donors surrounded by acceptors, both distributed along the nodes of a 2D lattice with a constant a˜: (A) 2R0,
(B) R0, (C) 0.7R0, (D) 0.5R0. For each lattice, a number of decay functions were generated (see Eq. 13) covering a wide range of acceptor concentrations
(bottom-to-top): 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95 vol%.
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transfer dimensionality with acceptor concentrations was
monitored for a variety of samples. The experiments were
performed on mixtures of donor- and acceptor-labeled sam-
ples, which allows variation of the acceptor concentration.
Because the block copolymer structure is defined only by
the chain length and composition of the polymers (Bates
and Fredrickson, 1990; Semenov, 1993), mixtures of the
donor- and acceptor-labeled pairs were assumed to conserve
the period length and interface thickness. Further, the effec-
tive volume per chain in the interphase was found to be 10
nm3, and an interface thickness of 2.6 nm was extracted
(Tcherkasskaya et al., 1996a,c). By modeling the chain
volume as an ellipsoid with a large axis of 2.6 nm, one
calculates the distance between two neighboring block junc-
tions to be 2.5 nm. This value is very close to the critical
energy transfer distance R0 for the particular donor–accep-
tor pair used in these studies. Under these conditions, for
fluorophores distributed along the sites of a 2D lattice
(lamellar interface) a crossover in  values is expected with
an increase of the acceptor concentration if the latter im-
poses slight changes in junction distribution, i.e., results in
a small increase of the lattice constant.
CONCLUSIONS
Using fluorescence energy-transfer methodology allows one
to probe different aspects of macromolecular structure and
yields valuable information regarding the packing density,
exchange rate, structure, and dynamics of molecular ensem-
bles. In fact, the characteristics of molecular distributions
can be obtained with results of only a single time-resolved
fluorescence measurement. For instance, planar molecular
distributions, and, thereby, a dimensionality of the energy
transfer  of 0.33, are expected from donors and acceptors
incorporated into membranes or lamellar interfaces,
whereas dyes intercalated into double-helical DNA might
exhibit a linear distribution and, therefore, a  value of 0.18.
Fluorescence-intensity kinetics of the donor molecules
can take a number of forms, depending on the underlying
molecular phenomena and molecular distributions. Indeed,
a single donor population gives a complicated decay be-
cause of the energy transfer to closely spaced acceptors. It
is essential, therefore, to analyze the data with a model that
correctly describes the samples. Use of an incorrect model
results in apparent parameters that cannot be easily related
to the quantities of interest. For example, fitting the fluo-
rescence intensity decay of the donor to a multiexponential
model would lead to an incorrect conclusion as to distinct
populations of fluorophores (two or many). Although the
theory for energy transfer in restricted geometries is quite
complex, several situations can be resolved theoretically. It
might be legitimate, therefore, to analyze the data using a
library of functions, each associated with a particular phe-
nomenon (random or nonrandom distributions; excluded
volume effect, etc.). In this regard, the effect of the acceptor
concentrations on the energy-transfer parameters might help
FIGURE 3 Effect of the acceptor concentration on the apparent dimen-
sionality of the energy transfer (slope). Donors and acceptors are distrib-
uted along the nodes of a 2D lattice with a constant a˜: (1) 0.5R0, (2) 0.7R0,
(3) R0, (4) 1.3R0, (5) 2R0.
FIGURE 4 The apparent dimension of the energy transfer from donors
to surrounding acceptors, both distributed along the nodes of a 2D lattice
with a constant a˜. The critical radius of the energy transfer is denoted as R0.
Profiles generated for acceptor concentrations of 10 (), 50 (), and 70
(E) vol% are shown.
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to select the most appropriate model. In general, to apply the
energy transfer methodology to the studies of macromole-
cules and molecular assembling, one needs a model that
displays both asymptotic limits for the 2D and 3D distribu-
tions and the crossover between them. Above all, further
understanding the effects of restricted geometries on the
fluorescence energy transfer is required, so, experiments
with model systems appear to be especially important.
The authors are grateful to Robert L. Jernigan for carefully reading the
manuscript and a valuable discussion. We thank Vladimir N. Uversky and
Alexander M. Berezhkovsky for critical comments and helpful sugges-
tions.
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